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Abstract
We present a method to study the equivalence at the semiclassical level
of the Green-Schwarz and pure spinor formulations of String Theory in
AdS(5)× S(5). This method provides a clear separation of the physical and
unphysical sectors of the pure spinor formulation and allows to prove that
the two models have not only equal spectra of the fermionic fluctuations but
also equal conformal weights (the bosonic ones being equal by construction).
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1 Introduction
String theory in AdS(5)× S(5) is of great relevance being the first and well
studied example of AdS/CFT correspondence. The Ramond–Neveu–Schwarz
formulation is not suitable to describe string theory in this background due
to the presence of a non–vanishing Ramond–Ramond flux. Two approaches
are available in this case: the Green-Schwarz (GS) formulation [1] and the
pure spinor (PS) one [2]. The GS formulation for Type II superstrings in a
general curved background is known for a long time [3]. The PS formulation
in a generic superbackground has been constructed in [4] by considering the
more general conformal invariant action involving also the momenta dL,α,
dR,α of the Grassmann–odd superspace coordinates θ
α
L/R and the ghosts λ
α
L/R,
ωL/R,α. The BRS invariance of the PS action implies the on shell supergravity
constraints and holomorphicity of BRS currents. For further discussions see
[5],[6],[7]. Alternatively, starting from an extended free differential algebra of
the superspace geometry [8], [9], [10], one can add to the GS action conformal
invariant terms involving dL/R and ghosts to promote the κ–symmetry of the
GS approach to BRS symmetry [9],[10] following a method proposed in [11]
for the heterotic case.
The GS and PS actions in AdS(5) × S(5) are obtained from the corre-
sponding actions in a generic curved superbackground by setting the back-
ground superfields to their AdS(5)×S(5) values. An incomplete list of papers
that discuss the AdS(5)× S(5) string theory are [12]-[17] in the GS formu-
lation and [18]–[22] in the pure spinor formulation. In the PS case there is
a term, proportional to (dLMdR) where M is a superfield related to the R-R
flux. In AdS(5)×S(5) M is a constant invertible matrix and, since the other
terms are almost linear in dL/R, one can integrate over dL and dR to get an
action that depends on the same superspace variables as in the GS model (in
addition to the ghosts). Since AdS(5) × S(5) is the coset PSU(2,2/4)
SO(4,1)×SO(5)
it is
convenient to express the GS and PS actions in terms of the currents, valued
in this coset [12]. The bosonic sectors of the GS and PS actions are equal but
the fermionic sectors are different. In particular, in the PS formulation the
fermionic modes have a second–order kinetic term. Then a natural question
to ask is whether the two formulations are equivalent.
It does not seem easy to answer this question in general. In a flat back-
ground, the quantum equivalence of the GS superstring (in semi–light–cone
gauge) and the PS superstring has been proven in [23, 24] long time ago.
That has been possible essentially because in flat background string theories
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are free field theories on the world–sheet. There have been attempts to relate
these two approaches also in a curved background, but only at the classical
level. For instance, in [25], the classical PS formulation (for the heterotic
string) was obtained from a twistor–like (or superembedding) formulation
which is equivalent to the GS one. To prove this equivalence at the full
quantum level in a curved background (where the strings are not free) seems
an almost hopeless problem.
However it is possible to study this problem in a simplified set up, that
is at the semiclassical level: one expands the GS and PS actions around
a classical solution of the bosonic field equations of the string up to terms
quadratic in the fluctuations and then compares their (fermionic) spectra
(equivalently their one-loop (fermionic) partition functions). In AdS(5) ×
S(5) background, this problem has been faced in two recent papers [26, 27].
In [26] the equality of the fermionic spectra has been proven for a simple
family of string motions and in [27] this result has been extended to a generic
motion of the string in AdS(5)× S(5).
In this paper we propose a different method to deal with this problem at
the semiclassical level. The method has the advantage that it provides a clear
separation of the physical and unphysical sectors of the PS approach and al-
lows to prove not only the equivalence of the spectra of the physical fermionic
fluctuations of the GS and PS formulations but also their conformal weights.
Indeed it is shown that the PS model in the considered approximation con-
tains 8L+8R fermions with conformal weight (0,0) and the same “mass” (in
general world–sheet dependent) as in the GS approach, and 2L+2R massless
fermions with conformal weights (2,0), (-1,0), (0,2), (0,-1) that match the
masses and the conformal weights of the b-c ghosts, which are present in the
GS approach to fix the world–sheet diffeomorphisms in the conformal gauge.
The unphysical (bosonic and fermionic) fluctuations give rise to eleven
left–handed and eleven right–handed massless BRS quartets so that their
contributions to the one–loop partition function cancel.
2 GS Action in AdS(5)× S(5)
In the conformal gauge, in a generic curved background the GS action is
IGS =
R2
piα′
∫
dz+dz−[Ea+(Z)E−a(Z) +B+−(Z)] (1)
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Where EA(Z) ≡ (Ea, EαL, E
α
R) are the vector-like (E
a, a = 0, ..., 9) and
spinor-like (EαL/R, α = 1, . . . , 16) supervielbeins and B is the NS-NS two-
superform. Ea± and B+− are the pull-backs of these forms onto the world
sheet parametrized by the coordinates z±, and ZM ≡ (xm, θµL, θ
µ
R) are the
target superspace coordinates. If the superspace geometry satisfies the (on-
shell) supergravity constraints, the action (1) is invariant under κ–symmetry
δZMEαM,L = (E
a
−ΓakL)
α δZMEαM,R = (E
a
+ΓakR)
α
(kL/R being local parameters) that halves the number of fermionic degrees
of freedom. In AdS(5) × S(5) Ea decomposes as Ea ≡ (E a˜, Ei) where a˜ =
0, 1, ..4 refers to AdS(5) and i = 5, ...9 refers to S(5). A similar decomposition
holds for the Lorentz connection ω[ab] ≡ (ω[a˜b˜], ω[ij]) with curvature
Rabcd = (−Rηa˜[b˜ηc˜]d˜, Rδi[jδh],k)) (2)
We will assume R = 1 in the following. Moreover in this background the
only non–vanishing component of B is [13] (ELB
(o)ER) where, with R=1,
B
(o)
αβ = (γ
01234)αβ ≡ (γ∗)αβ (3)
and
(γ∗)
2 = −1.
The matrix γ∗ is also equal to the constant matrix M
(o) that describes the
R-R flux in this background:
M (o) =
1
2 · 5!
F abcdfγabcdf = γ∗ (4)
Then the GS action in AdS(5)× S(5) is
IGS =
∫
LGS =
∫
[Ea+(Z)E−a(Z) +
1
2
(EL,+(Z)γ∗ER,−(Z))−
1
2
(EL,−(Z)γ∗ER,+(Z))] (5)
Here and in the following
∫
.. stands for
∫
dz+dz−
piα′
...
Since AdS(5)× S(5) is the coset
G
H
=
PSU(2, 2/4)
SO(4, 1)× SO(5)
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it is convenient to express this action in terms of the currents
g−1dg = J ≡ J0 + J1 + J2 + J3 (6)
where g is an element of G that transforms under G from the left and under
the structure group H on the right and J = JATA is valued in the Lie
algebra of G, TA being the generators of psu(2, 2/4), that is J
2 = J2,aTa,
J1 = J1,αTL,α J
3 = J3,αTR,α, J
0 = J0,[ab]T[ab] . As shown in [13], in terms of
these currents the action (5) can be written as
IGS =
1
2
∫
str[J2+J
2
− −
1
2
(J1+J
3
− − J
3
+J
1
−)] (7)
where str denotes the supertrace. This form of the action is useful since it
reveals the hidden Z4 automorphysm of the AdS(5)×S(5) action, the index r
in Jr being its grading under Z4. The relation with the superspace notations
of (1)–(5) is: J2,a = Ea, J1,α = EαL , J
3,α = EαR and J
0,[ab] = ω[ab] .
We are interested in studying the motion of a string in AdS(5)× S(5) at
the semiclassical level, i.e. to compute the spectra of the quantum fluctua-
tions around the classical solution. For that one considers the AdS(5)×S(5)
GS action expanded around a classical solution of the bosonic field equations.
A generic classical motion of the bosonic string is described by the pull-back
of the classical vielbeins ea+, e
a
− which in the conformal gauge satisfy the field
equations
∇+e
a
− = 0 = ∇−e
a
+ (8)
and the Virasoro constraints
ea−e−a = 0 = e
a
+e+a (9)
∇± are the pull-back of the covariant derivative ∇ = d+ω where ω
[ab] is the
classical Lorentz connection considered previously. It will be convenient to
define
6 e± = e
a
±Γa ≡ e
a¯
±Γa¯ + e
i
±Γi (10)
Expanding eq.(5) (or (7)) around this classical solution up to terms quadratic
in fluctuations, the action decomposes into a bosonic part and a fermionic
part. Since, as already noted and as will be seen below, the bosonic parts
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are the same for the GS and PS formulations, for the sake of comparison of
the two approaches, one can forget the bosonic parts. The fermionic part of
the GS Lagrangian, expanded up to quadratic terms, is
LGS =
1
2
(θL6 e−∇+θL) +
1
2
(θR6 e+∇−θR)−
1
2
(θL6 e−γ∗6 e+θR) (11)
which is invariant under the simplified κ–symmetry
δθL/R = (6 e∓kL/R).
If one defines the fermions
θ
(±)
L/R = P±θL/R,
where P± are the projectors
P± =
1
2(e+e−)
6 e±6 e∓ P+ + P− = 1 (12)
that project on an 8–dimensional subspace of the 16 dimensional spinorial
space, the fermions θ
(±)
L/R have 8 components each. The κ–symmetry implies
that (36) does not depends on θ
(−)
L and θ
(+)
R so that the Lagrangian
LGS =
1
2
(θ
(+)
L 6 e−∇+θ
(+)
L ) +
1
2
(θ
(−)
R 6 e+∇−θ
(−)
R )−
1
2
(θ
(+)
L 6 e−γ∗6 e+θ
(−)
R ) (13)
describes 8 left-handed and 8 right-handed massive fermions with conformal
weights (0,0), which are the fermionic partners of the 8 transverse bosons
xmˆ. The values of the fermion masses are determined by the last term of
(13). Notice that since this term involves the classical vielbeins e±(x(z)), in
general the “masses” depend on the world–sheet coordinates z±.
Let us also recall that fixing the world–sheet diffeomorphisms by imposing
the conformal gauge requires the GS action to be supplemented with the b-c
ghost action ∫
Lghost =
∫
[bL,−−∂+c
−
L + bR,++∂+c
+
R] (14)
where the ghosts bL,−−, c
+
L and bR,++, c
−
R have conformal weights (2,0), (-1,0)
and (0,2), (0,-1) respectively.
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3 PS Action in AdS(5)× S(5)
As said before, the pure spinor action in a generic curved background is
obtained by adding to the GS action conformal invariant terms involving the
fermionic momenta dL/R and the pure–spinor ghosts, so that the PS action
becomes invariant under BRS transformations generated by the BRS charge
QBRS =
∫
dz−(d−,LλL) +
∫
dz+(d+,RλR) (15)
if the supergravity background is on shell. In AdS(5)× S(5) the PS action
takes the form
I =
∫
LGS +
∫
[(EL,+dL,−) + (ER,−dR,+)− (dL,−γ∗dR,+)]
+ Iωλ (16)
where
Iωλ =
∫
[(ωL,−∇+λL) + (ωR,+∇−λR) +Rabcd(ωL,−Γ
a[bλL)(ωR,+Γ
c]dλR)] (17)
with LGS defined in (5) and Rabcd in (2). λL/R are pure spinors satisfying the
constraints
(λLΓ
aλL) = 0 = (λRΓ
aλR)
and Iωλ is invariant under the ω-symmetry
δωL/R = Λ
a
L/RΓaλL/R
where ΛaL/R are local parameters. Eq. (16) can be integrated over dL/R and
expressed in terms of the currents (6), as in the GS case. The result is [18]
IPS =
1
2
∫
str[J2+J
2
− +
1
2
J1+J
3
− +
3
2
J3+J
1
−] + Iωλ (18)
As anticipated and as it is now clear from (7) and (18), the physical bosonic
sectors in the GS and PS approaches are identical. Therefore, in order to com-
pare the two approaches at the semiclassical level, it is sufficient to consider
the fermionic sector of (16) or (18), expanded around the bosonic solution
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considered in (8), (9), up to terms quadratic in the fluctuations. For the pur-
poses of the present paper it is convenient to start from the non integrated
action (16). In this approximation the Lagrangian for the fermionic sector is
L =
1
2
[θL6 e−(∇+θL −
1
2
γ∗6 e+θR) + θR6 e+(∇−θR +
1
2
γ∗6 e−θL)]
− [dL(∇+θL −
1
2
γ∗6 e+θR) + dR(∇−θR +
1
2
γ∗6 e−θL) +
1
2
(dLγ∗dR)]
+ [(ωL,−∇+λL) + (ωR,+∇−λR)] (19)
Upon integrating (19) over dL and dR one gets
L =
1
2
[(θL6 e−(∇+θL −
1
2
γ∗6 e+θR)) + (θR6 e+(∇−θR +
1
2
γ∗6 e−θL))]
− 2[(∇+θL −
1
2
θR6 e+γ∗)γ∗(∇−θR +
1
2
γ∗6 e−θL))] + [(ωL,−∇+λL) + (ωR,+∇−λR)] =
= −2(∇+θLγ∗∇−θR)−
1
2
(θL6 e−∇+θL)−
1
2
(θR6 e−∇−θR)
+ [(ωL,−∇+λL) + (ωR,+∇−λR)] (20)
which is the quadratic string action considered in [26, 27].
Let us come back to eq.(19). Let us define the projectors 2
KL =
1
2
(Γaγ∗λR)
1
(λRγ∗λL)
(λLΓa) (21)
KR =
1
2
(Γaγ∗λL)
1
(λRγ∗λL)
(λRΓa) (22)
2 In AdS(5)× S(5), (λRγ∗λL) belong to the BRS cohomology and can be assumed to
be non vanishing [20].
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and K˜L and K˜R are the transposed of KL and KR. Since TrKL/R = 5,
KL/R and 1 − KL/R decompose the 16-dimensional spinorial space into 5-
dimensional and 11-dimensional subspaces, respectively. Notice that
KLλL = 0 = KRλR (23)
so that the pure spinors λL/R have 11 components. Moreover
λLΓ
a(1−KL) = 0 = λRΓ
a(1−KR) (24)
Other useful identities are
K˜L + γ∗KRγ∗ = 0 = K˜R + γ∗KLγ∗ (25)
(K˜LΓ
aKL) = 0 = (K˜RΓ
aKR) (26)
and, from (KL)
2 = KL,
KL(∇KL)KL = 0 = (1−KL)(∇KL)(1−KL) (27)
and the same for KR. Moreover, by gauge fixing the ω–symmetry one can
impose the conditions
ωLKL = 0 = ωRKR (28)
In order to avoid problems with the semiclassical approximation it is
convenient to assume that λL/R decompose as λL/R = λ0,L/R + λˆL/R where
λ0,L/R are classical fields subjects to the field equations ∇∓λ0,L/R = 0 and
λ0,L/R, λˆL/R are pure spinors. Then KL/R become
KL =
1
2
(Γaγ∗λ0,R)
1
(λ0,Rγ∗λ0,L)
(λ0,LΓa) +O(λˆ).
Notice that now in (19) ( and in (20)) one must add the term
−(ωL,−[RabcdΓ
a[bλ0,L)(λ0,RΓ
c]d]ωR,+)
coming from the last term of (17). This term does not affects the masslessness
of the ghosts λL/R and ωL/R.
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The action based on the Lagrangian (19) is invariant under the BRS
transformations
s∇+θL = ∇+λL s∇−θR = ∇−λR (29)
sθL6 e− = λL6 e− sθR6 e+ = λR6 e+ (30)
sωL = −(dl,−(1−KL)) sωR = −(dR,+(1−KR)) (31)
sdL,− = (λL6 e−) ≡ (λL6 e−)KL sdR,+ = (λR6 e+) ≡ (λR6 e+)KR (32)
Notice that we abstain ourselves to define the BRS transformations of
θL/R themselves, i.e. sθL/R = λL/R, since in a curved background as AdS(5)×
S(5), λαL/R transform as spinors under the target–space structure group and
θµL/R transform as odd superspace coordinates. Only the space–time super-
fields or forms like EAL/R, B, etc. have definite transformations properties
under the BRS symmetry. In addition notice that, allowing the BRS trans-
formations sθ = λ, we would obtain that s (θLγ∗λR)
(λLγ∗λR)
= 1 = s (θRγ∗λL)
(λLγ∗λR)
, which
trivializes the cohomology. Then we never use them to study the cohomology
of our model. But since in our approximation the model is free, for all other
instances the use of sθL/R = λL/R is safe.
Then from (29), (30) and (31) it follows that 11L + 11R components
(1 − KL)θL and (1 − KR)θR, as well as ωL and ωR, are not BRS invariant
and therefore the states involving these fields are not present in the physical
Fock space which is defined as
|ψ >∈ Fph ⊂ F iff QBRS |ψ >= 0
where F is the Fock space of the system. The physical space is defined as
Hph =
Ker(QBRS)F
Im(QBRS)F
.
At the same time
θphL = KLθL, θ
ph
R = KRθR (33)
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are BRS invariant and are physical fields. Notice that, since ea± are classical
fields, it follows from (32) that dL,−KL and dR,+KR are not invariant under
BRS. However if one defines the combinations
dˆL,− = dL,− − θL6 e−, dˆL,− = dR,+ − θR6 e+ (34)
then
dphL,− = dˆL,−KL, d
ph
R,+ = dˆR,+KR (35)
are physical, being BRS invariant but not BRS exact. They can be considered
as the conjugate momenta of θphL and θ
ph
R .
Here a comment is in order. The appropriate frame to work in the pure
spinor approach is the Wick rotated Euclidean version of the theory with
SO(10) as the structure group. The pure spinors (as well as any spinor
projected with KL, KR, (1−KL), (1−KR) and any tensor of SO(10)) belong
to representations of the subgroup U(5) ⊂ SO(10). Our distinction between
physical and un–physical sectors refers to the Euclidean framework. In this
case the states involving 10 bosonic fields xm and the physical fermionic fields
θphL/R and d
ph
L/R have positive norm and Hph is the physical Hilbert space.
When the Wick rotation is reversed to get the Lorentz version with SO(1, 9)
as the structure group, U(5) becomes one of its non compact versions and
the physical space further reduces to be formed of 8 bosonic and 8 fermionic
fields, as will be discussed in the last section of the paper.
The Lagrangian (19) can be obtained as follows. One starts from the
Green–Schwarz Lagrangian
LGS =
1
2
(θL6 e−∇+θL) +
1
2
(θR6 e+∇−θR)−
1
2
(θL6 e−γ∗6 e+θR). (36)
Notice that its variation is
δLGS = (δθL6 e−[∇+θL −
1
2
γ∗6 e+θR]) + (δθR6 e+[∇−θR −
1
2
γ∗6 e−θL])
so that LGS is invariant under the κ–symmetry δθL = kL6 e−, δθR = kR6 e+ as
a consequence of the Virasoro constraints (ea−e−a) = 0 = (e
a
+e+a). Then one
adds the new term
Lnew = −(dL,−KL(∇+θL −
1
2
γ∗6 e+θR))− (dR,+KR(∇−θR +
1
2
γ∗6 e−θL))
11
−
1
2
(dL,−KLγ∗K˜RdR,+). (37)
The addition of Lnew promotes the κ–symmetry to a BRS symmetry involv-
ing the pure spinors λL, λR and LGS + Lnew is invariant under the BRS
transformations (29), (30), (31) and (32).
The action
∫
L, with L defined in (19), is obtained by adding to
∫
(LGS+
Lnew) a suitable BRS–exact gauge fixing term∫
Lgf = s
∫
Fgf (38)
where Fgf is the so called gauge fermion of ghost number ngh = −1. Choosing
Fgf = −(ωL,−∇+θL)− (ωR,+∇−θR) +
1
2
(ωL,−γ∗6 e+θR)−
1
2
(ωR,+γ∗6 e−θL)
−
1
4
[ωL,−γ∗(1− K˜R)dR,+ − ωR,+γ∗(1− K˜L)dL,−] (39)
one gets
Lgf = sFgf = −(ωL,−∇+λL)− (ωR,+∇−λR)
− (dL,−(1−KL)∇+θL)− (dR,+(1−KR)∇−θR)
+
1
2
(dL,−(1−KL)γ∗6 e+θR)−
1
2
(dR,+(1−KR)γ∗6 e−θL)
−
1
2
(dL,−(1−KL)γ∗(1− K˜R)dR,+) . (40)
With this choice any dependence on KL and KR disappears from the total
action and LGS +Lnew +Lgf coincides with L in (19). Projected with KL/R,
the first two terms of LGS, neglecting a total derivative, give
1
2
(θL/R6 e∓∇±θL/R) = (θL6 e∓KL/R∇±(KL/RθL/R))
+
1
2
(θL/R(1− K˜L/R)6 e∓(1−KL/R)∇±((1−KL/R)θL/R)) + L
(1)
L/R (41)
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and the last term of LGS yields
−
1
2
(θL6 e−γ∗6 e+θR) = −
1
2
(θLK˜L6 e−γ∗6 e+KLθR)−
1
2
(θL6 e−KLγ∗K˜R6 e+θR)
−
1
2
(θL(1− K˜L)6 e−(1−KL)γ∗(1− K˜R)6 e+(1−KR)θR) + L
(2) , (42)
where
L
(1)
L/R = (θL/R(1−
1
2
K˜L/R)6 e∓∇±(KL/R)KL/RθL/R)
−
1
2
(θL/R(1− K˜L/R)6 e∓∇±(KL/R)(1−KL/R)θL/R) (43)
and
L(2) = −
1
2
(θLK˜L6 e−γ∗6 e+(1−KR)θR)−
1
2
(θL(1− K˜L)6 e−γ∗6 e+KRθR) (44)
Then adding to LGS the terms Lnew given in (37) and Lgf given in (40),
and using the definitions (33), (34) and (35), as well as
θunphL = (1−KL)θL, θ
unph
L = (1−KL)θL (45)
dunphL,− = [dL,− −
1
2
θunphL 6 e−](1−KL),
dunphR,+ = [dR,+ −
1
2
θunphR 6 e+](1−KR), (46)
one obtains
LGS + Lnew + Lgf = L
ph + Lunph + L(1) + L(2)+
−
1
2
[(dL,−(1−KL)γ∗6 e+θR)− (dR,+(1−KR)γ∗6 e−θL)]
+
3
2
(dL,−(1−KL)γ∗(1− K˜R)dR,+) , (47)
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where
Lph = −[(dphL,−∇+θ
ph
L ) + (d
ph
R,+∇−θ
ph
R ) +
1
2
(dphL,−γ∗d
ph
R,+)+
1
2
(θphL 6 e−γ∗6 e+θ
ph
R )] (48)
Lunph = −(dunphL,− ∇+θ
unph
L )− (d
unph
R,+ ∇−θ
unph
R )
− 2(dunphL,− γ∗d
unph
R,+ )− (ωL,−∇+λL)− (ωR,+∇−λR) (49)
and
L(1) = L
(1)
L + L
(1)
R (50)
where L
(1)
L/R are defined in (43).
For the purpose of this paper it is not relevant to have an action which
would be independent of KL/R and therefore there is a large freedom in the
choice of Lgf . In other words, adding BRS exact terms to L gives rise to
Lagrangians L′ which are equivalent to L. Of course the terms in the last
two rows of (40) (as well as the last two terms in (47)) are, by construction,
BRS exact and can be subtracted. (Those of the first two rows of (40) must
be retained if one insists to have propagating ghosts λL/R and ωL/R).
Moreover a BRS invariant term which contains λL6 e− or λR6 e+ is BRS
exact, being the BRS variation of the same term with λL/R6 e∓ replaced by
dL/RKL/R. For instance, the first term L
(2) in (44) is BRS exact due to the
identity
(θLK˜L6 e−γ∗6 e+(1−KR)θR) =
(θLγ∗Γaγ∗λL)(λR6 e+Γ
a6 v−(1−KR)θR)
2(λLγ∗λR)
(51)
where 6 v = vaΓa and v
a is the one–form with components
va± ≡ (e
a˜
±,−e
i
±) (52)
so that
γ∗6 e± = 6 v±γ∗.
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A similar identity holds for the second term of (44), and therefore L(2) can
be subtracted from the action. The same happens for BRS invariant terms
that contain a factor ∇±λL or ∇±λR which are the BRS variation of the
same terms with ∇±λL replaced by ∇±(1−KL/R)θL/R. In particular, terms
like L
(1)
L/R in (43) ( or L
(1) in (50)) that contain the factors ∇±KL/R are BRS
exact.
However this claim requires a clarification. Indeed it stays on the implicit
assumption that ∇±KL/R produces only terms proportional to ∇±λL/R i.e.
that s∇±γ∗ = 0. Since γ∗ is the related to the value of the Ramond–Ramond
flux in AdS5×S5 which connects left–handed and right–handed spinors, and
the pure spinor formulation allows for different left–handed and right–handed
Lorentz (and Weyl) connections, one might assume that the BRS variation of
∇γ∗ vanishes only if the left–handed and right–handed Lorentz connections
are equal. However L(1) can be BRS trivial also if they are different but
satisfy a certain condition. If the connections are different
∇±γ∗ = 6ΩL,±γ∗ + γ∗6ΩR,± = (6ΩL,± −6 Ω˜R,±)γ∗ = 6Ω±γ∗ (53)
where Ω˜L/R = γ∗ΩL/Rγ∗, 6ΩL/R =
1
4
Ω
[ab]
L/RΓab are (classical) left-handed and
right-handed Lorentz connections and 6Ω = (6ΩL −6 Ω˜R). If 6Ω 6= 0, the terms
in the second line of L
(1)
L/R in (43) are still BRS exact and the first terms are
exact provided that
6 e∓6Ω± = 0. (54)
As we will see, this condition is satisfied by the connection 6Ω that we will
need for consistency.
Therefore, neglecting BRS exact terms, the action
∫
L is equivalent to
the action ∫
L′ =
∫
Lph +
∫
Lunph (55)
Lph describes ( in the Euclidean signature) the physical, fermionic, sector
and Lunph desribes the unphysical sector.
The Lagrangian of the physical sector describes a set of 5 + 5 left-handed
and 5 + 5 right-handed physical fields with field equations that are linear in
derivatives. This is in agreement with the number of the 10 physical bosonic
fields xm (5 for the Euclidean version of AdS5 and 5 for S5) with the field
equations which are quadratic in derivatives.
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As it will be seen in the next section, in the case of the Lorentzian sig-
nature this result also agrees with that of the Green-Schwarz formulation,
where there are 8 + 8 fermionic physical fields and 2 + 2 Grassmann–odd
degrees of freedom provided by the b–c ghosts.
As for the unphysical sector described by the action
∫
Lunph, it follows
from eqs. (29) and (31) that ωL,−, ωR,+ and θ
unph
L , θ
unph
R do not belong to the
physical Fock space since they are not BRS invariant and λL, λR and dL,−(1−
KL), dR,+(1 −KR) , being BRS exact, are swept away by the quotient that
defines the physical space Hph. Moreover it follows from (49) by computing
the functional determinant that dunphL/R , θ
unph
L/R , λL/R and ωL/R are massless
and form 11 left-handed and 11 right-handed BRS quartets. Therefore they
give a vanishing contribution to the one loop partition function, since the
contributions of the members of each quartet cancel each other.
4 The Physical Fermionic Sector of the PS
Action in AdS(5)× S(5)
Now let us discuss the action
∫
Lph for the physical sector, in order to clarify
the relation of this free action and its spectrum to the corresponding action
and spectrum of the Green-Schwarz theory. To this end we shall work in the
Lorentzian frame.
The action
∫
Lph in (48) is similar to the gauge fixed Green-Schwarz
action (13) but with a relevant difference. The GS action describes 8 left-
handed and 8 right-handed fermionic fields whereas the physical action
∫
Lph
describes 5+5 left-handed and 5+5 right-handed fermions. Therefore, in
order to compare them one needs projectors Π
(4)
L/R and Π
(1)
L/R that commute
with KL/R and among themselves and which project on a 4-dimensional and
a 1-dimensional subspace respectively. The projectors satisfy the conditions
Π
(4)
L/R +Π
(1)
L/R = KL/R, (56)
Π
(1)
L/RΠ
(1)
L/R = Π
(1)
L/R, Π
(4)
L/RΠ
(4)
L/R = Π
(4)
L/R, (57)
Π
(4)
L/RΠ
(1)
L/R = 0 = Π
(1)
L/RΠ
(4)
L/R. (58)
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Notice however that it is sufficient that these properties hold at the coho-
mological level i. e. modulo BRS trivial terms. In fact, since the physical
Lagrangian Lph depends only on BRS invariant fields (i.e. θphL/R and d
ph
L/R),
then when Π
(4)
L/R and Π
(1)
L/R are used in L
ph, these BRS trivial contributions
give rise to terms in the action that are BRS exact and therefore can be
subtracted, as discussed before. Therefore, in the following we shall imply
that the identities (including (57) and (58)) hold modulo BRS trivial terms.
We shall use the notation
.
= to mean “equal modulo BRS exact terms” (then
also in (57) and (58) the signs of the equality should be replaced with
.
=).
Let us first discuss the case when the string motion is restricted to AdS(5).
In this case it is not difficult to guess the form of these projectors:
Π
(4)
L/R =
1
2(e+e−)
KL/R6 e±6 e∓KL/R
.
=
1
2(e+e−)
KL/R6 e±6 e∓, (59)
Π
(1)
L/R =
1
2(e+e−)
KL/R6 e∓6 e±KL/R
.
= KL/R
(6 e∓γ∗λR/L)(λL/R6 e±)
2(e+e−)(λLγ∗λR)
KL/R,
.
=
(6 e∓γ∗λR/L)(λL/R6 e±)
2(e+e−)(λLγ∗λR)
, (60)
which indeed satisfy, at the cohomological level, the conditions (56)– (58).
Moreover
Tr(pi
(4)
L/R)
.
= 4 Tr(pi
(1)
L/R)
.
= 1
so that, at the cohomological level, they project on to a 4-dimensional and
1-dimensional subspaces.
Now let us come back to the physical action (48) that we write in the
form ∫
Lph =
∫
[dphL,−KL∇+(KLθL) + d
ph
R,+KR∇−(KRθR)
−
1
2
(dphL,−KLγ∗K˜Rd
ph
R,−)−
1
2
(θLK˜L6 e−γ∗6 e+KRθR)] (61)
and use the identity (56) to replace KL/R with the projectors Π
(4)
L/R and Π
(1)
L/R
defined in (59) and (60). Then one gets
dphL,−Π
(4)
L =
1
2(e+e−)
(dphL,−6 e+)6 e−KL = θ¯
(p)
L 6 e−KL
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dphL,−Π
(1)
L
.
=
1
2(e+e−)(λLγ∗λR)
(dphL,−6 e−γ∗λR)λL6 e+ = bˆL,−−
1
(e+e−)
λL6 e+ (62)
dphR,+Π
(4)
R =
1
2(e+e−)
(dphR,+6 e−)6 e+KR = θ¯
(p)
R 6 e+KR
dphR,+Π
(1)
R
.
=
1
2(e+e−)(λLγ∗λR)
(dphR,+6 e+γ∗λL)λR6 e− = bˆR,++
1
(e+e−)
λR6 e− (63)
where we have defined
θ¯
(p)
L =
1
2(e+, e−)
dphL,−6 e+, θ¯
(p)
R =
1
2(e+, e−)
dphR,+6 e− (64)
and
bˆL,−− =
1
2(λLγ∗λR)
(dˆL,−6 e−γ∗λR), bˆR,++ =
1
2(λLγ∗λR)
(dˆR,+6 e+γ∗λL) (65)
The definitions (64) look natural since θ¯
(p)
L , θ¯
(p)
R (like θL,θR) have conformal
weights (0,0). Moreover we define
Π
(4)
L θL = θ
(p)
L , Π
(4)
R θR = θ
(p)
R (66)
and
Π
(1)
L θL
.
=
1
2(e−e+)
(6 e−γ∗λR)
(λLγ∗λR)
(λL6 e+θL) =
(6 e−γ∗λR)
2(λLγ∗λR)
cˆ−L (67)
Π
(1)
R θR
.
=
1
2(e−e+)
(6 e+γ∗λL)(λR6 e−θR)
(λLγ∗λR)
=
(6 e+γ∗λL)
2(λLγ∗λR)
cˆ+R (68)
where
cˆ−L =
1
(e−e+)
(λL6 e+θL), cˆ
+
R =
1
(e−e+)
(λR6 e−θR). (69)
Using the identity (56) the action (61) splits in four parts:
∫
Lph4,4 when both
KL/R are replaced by Π
(4)
L/R,
∫
L1,1 when both KL/R are replaced by Π
(1)
L/R,∫
L4,1 when the first KL/R is replaced by Π
(4)
L/R and the second one by Π
(1)
L/R
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and
∫
L1.4 when the first KL/R is replaced by Π
(1)
L/R and the second one by
Π
(4)
L/R. Then, modulo BRS exact terms, one obtains
Lph4,4
.
= (θ¯
(p)
L 6 e−∇+θ
(p)
L ) + (θ¯
(p)
R 6 e+∇−θ
(p)
R )
−
1
2
(θ¯
(p)
L 6 e−γ∗6 e+θ¯
(p)
R )−
1
2
(θ
(p)
L 6 e−γ∗6 e+θ
(p)
R ) (70)
L1,1
.
= [(bˆL,−−∇+cˆ
−
L) + (bˆR,++∇−cˆ
+
R)]− (bˆL,−−GbˆR,++) (71)
where
G =
(λL6 e+γ∗6 e−λR)
2(e−e+)2
(72)
and
L4,1 + L1,4
.
= La + Lb + Lc (73)
where
L(a) =
1
2(e−e+)
[bˆL,−−(λL6 e+γ∗6 e+θ
(p)
R ) + bˆR,++(λR6 e−γ∗6 e−θ
(p)
L )] (74)
L(b) =
1
(e−e+)
[bˆL,−−(λL6 e+(∇+
1
2(e−e+)
6 e+)6 e−θ
(p)
R )+
bˆR,++(λR6 e−(∇−
1
2(e−e+)
6 e−)6 e+θ
(p)
L )] (75)
L(c) =
1
(e−e+)
[bˆL,−−(λL6 e+(∇+KL)θ
(p)
R ) + bˆR,++(λR6 e−(∇−KR)θ
(p)
L )] (76)
If the string moves only in AdS5, 6 e± commute with γ∗ so that G reduces
to
G =
(λLγ∗λR)
(e−e+)
(77)
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and L(a) in (74) vanishes. As for L(b) and L(c), eq. (75) can be rewritten as
L(b) =
1
(e−e+)
[bˆL,−−(λL6 e+(∇+[
e
[a
+e
b]
−
(e−e+)
]
1
2
Γab)θ
(p)
R )
+ bˆR,++(λR6 e−(∇−[
e
[a
−e
b]
+
(e−e+)
]
1
2
Γab)θ
(p)
L )] (78)
and, according to the discussion before eq. (53), L(c) can be rewritten as
L(c) =
1
(e−e+)
[bˆL,−−(λL6 e+6Ω+θ
(p)
R ) + bˆR,++(λR6 e−6Ω−θ
(p)
L )] (79)
where the Lorentz valued one form 6Ω is the difference between the left-handed
and right-handed Lorentz connections. Then, if for consistency we take for
6Ω±
6Ω± = −∇±[
e
[a
±e
b]
∓
(e−e+)
]
1
2
Γab (80)
L(c) and L(b) in (78) and (79) cancel and Lph4,1+L
ph
1,4 vanishes at cohomological
level. Therefore the action
∫
Lph is equivalent to the action∫
L′ =
∫
Lph4,4 +
∫
L1,1
where Lph4,4 and L1,1 are defined in (70) and (71).
Notice that 6Ω± defined in (80) indeed satisfies the condition (54), as
anticipated.
As the Green-Schwarz action, the action
∫
Lph4,4 describes a set of 8 left-
handed and 8 right-handed “massive” fermions with conformal weight (0,0).
This action is similar but not identical to the Green-Schwarz action. However
these two actions have the same spectrum, as can be seen by showing that
their functional determinants are equal. As for
∫
L1,1, the functional deter-
minant of this action does not involve G being proportional to ∇+∇−∇+∇−
and therefore
∫
L1,1 describes a massless b-c system.
It is not difficult to slightly modify the procedure to cover the general case
in which the string moves in the whole AdS(5) × S(5) 3. For that purpose
3 Our procedure holds for a generic motion of the string with the exception of those
singular motions where (v±e∓) = 0.
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let us consider the one–form va defined in (52). Let us recall that
γ∗6 e± = 6 v±γ∗ (81)
and also notice that
(v±e∓) = (e±v∓) (v+v+) = 0 = (v−v−) (82)
Then define the modified projectors
Πˆ
(4)
L/R =
1
2(v±e∓)
KL/R6 v±6 e∓KL/R,
Πˆ
(1)
L/R =
1
2(v±e∓)
(6 e∓γ∗λR/L)(λL/R6 v±) (83)
They satisfy, at the cohomological level, the same conditions (56)-(58) sat-
isfied by Π
(4)
L/R and Π
(1)
L/R. Projected with these modified projectors, the
analogue of (62), (63), (67), (68) are obtained by replacing in (62),(67) ea+
with va+ and in (63),(68) e
a
− with v
a
−. The left-handed fields θ¯
(p)
L , θ
(p)
L , bˆL,−−,
cˆ−L and the right-handed fields θ¯
(p)
R , θ
(p)
R , bˆR,++, cˆ
+
R are changed accordingly.
For these modified fields we shall maintain the same notations as for the
unmodified ones. In particular, bˆL,−− and bˆR,++ in (65) remain unchanged
while θ¯
(p)
L/R in(64) become
θ¯
(p)
L =
1
2(v+, e−)
dphL,−6 v+, θ¯
(p)
R =
1
2(e+, v−)
dphR,+6 v− (84)
and cˆ∓L/R in (69) become
cˆ−L =
1
2(e−v+)
(λL6 v+θL), cˆ
+
R =
1
2(v−e+)
(λR6 v−θR) . (85)
As for the action
∫
L′, Lph4,4 and L1,1 remain unchanged but now G becomes
G = (λL6 v+γ∗6 v−λR)
2(e−v+)2
or, using (81) and modulo a BRS trivial term,
G =
(λLγ∗λR)
(e−v+)
.
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which agrees with (77) if the string moves only in AdS(5).
Now for L4,1 + L1,4
.
= L(a) + L(b) + L(c) one has
L(a) =
1
2(e−v+)
[bˆL,−−(λL6 v+γ∗6 e+θ
(p)
R ) + bˆR,++(λR6 v−γ∗6 e−θ
(p)
L )], (86)
L(b) =
1
2(e−v+)
[bˆL,−−(λL6 v+[(∇+
va+
(v+e−)
)eb−Γab]θ
(p)
R )
+ bˆR,++(λR6 v−[(∇−
va−
(v−e+)
)eb+Γab]θ
(p)
L )], (87)
L(c) =
1
(v+e−)
[bˆL,−−(λL6 v+6 Ωˆ+θ
(p)
R ) + bˆR,++(λR6 v−6 Ωˆ−θ
(p)
L )]. (88)
As before L(a) vanishes as a consequence of (81) and (82), and L(b) and L(c)
cancel each other by choosing
6 Ωˆ± = −∇±[
v
[a
±e
b]
∓
(v−e+)
]
1
2
Γab (89)
which also satisfies the condition (54). Therefore, as before, L4,1 + L1,4 van-
ishes at the cohomological level.
Then the action
∫
L is equivalent to the action
∫
L′ =
∫
Lph4,4 +
∫
L1,1
where Lph4,4 and L1,1 are defined in (70) and (71).
The action
∫
Lph4,4 describes a set of 8 left-handed and 8 right-handed,
massive, fermions with conformal weight (0,0) and the same “mass” of the
fermions in the GS action. Indeed (70) reduces to eq. (13) with the redefini-
tions
θ
(+)
L = e
−ipi
4
(
θ
(1)
L
θ
(2)
L
)
, θ
(−)
R = e
ipi
4
(
θ
(1)
R
θ
(2)
R
)
where
θ
(1)
L/R = e
±pi
4 (θ
(p)
L/R − θ¯
(p)
L/R) , θ
(2)
L/R = e
∓pi
4 (θ
(p)
L/R + θ¯
(p)
L/R).
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As for the action
∫
L1,1, it describes a left-handed and a right-handed pair
of massless anticommuting scalars with conformal weights (2,0), (-1,0), (0,2)
and (0,-1) which are equivalent to the b-c ghost system of the Green-Schwarz
approach.
As the last remark, it is interesting to notice the relation between our
fields bˆL/R,∓∓ and the b-fields [20, 21, 22] for the pure spinor string theory in
AdS(5)× S(5). Indeed, in our notation the AdS(5)× S(5) b–fields are
b =
1
(λLγ∗λR)
[
1
2
(ER,−γ∗E
a
−Γaγ∗λR) +
1
4
(ER,−N
ab
L,−ΓabλR) +
1
4
(ER,−jL,−λR)]
(90)
and
b¯ =
1
(λLγ∗λR)
[
1
2
(EL,+E
a
+Γaγ∗λL) +
1
4
(EL,+N
ab
R,+ΓabλL) +
1
4
(EL,+jR,+λL)]
(91)
where NL/R,∓ = (ωL/R∓Γ
abλL/R) and jL/R,∓ = (ωL/R∓λL/R) and one recovers
our expressions for bL/R,∓∓ by neglecting the last two terms in (90) and (91)
(which are of higher order), replacing Ea± with the classical solutions e
a
± and
using the field equations of dL/R. Also let us notice that in eq. (3,35) of [20]
the expression for the zero-modes c0 and c¯0 of the c-fields in a R-R plane-wave
background seems to be related to our fields cˆ−L , cˆ
+
R in (69) (or (85))
4.
5 Conclusion
In contrast to the case of string theories in flat background [23, 24], the
equivalence of the Green-Schwarz and pure spinor formulations in curved
backgrounds, at the worldsheet quantum level, is still an open problem. As
noted in the Introduction, the reason is that string theories in curved back-
grounds are not free field theories. This problem can be addressed perturba-
tively by using, for instance, the background field method. The semiclassical
approximation amounts to computing and comparing the one loop parti-
tion functions of the quantum fluctuations around the given background in
the GS and PS formulation, as has been done in [26, 27]. Going beyond the
semiclassical approximation is possible in principle by computing higher–loop
4 I am grateful to Luca Mazzuccato for this remark.
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contributions but the calculations become quite hard. It would be interesting
to perform these calculations, even only at two loops, since they involve the
interactions among quantum fluctuations which are clearly different in the
two approaches (they also affect the bosonic sector).
In this paper, we have proved, at the level of the semiclassical approxi-
mation the equivalence of the Green-Schwarz and pure spinor formulations
of a string moving in AdS(5)× S(5) with the method that allows for a clear
separation of the physical and unphysical fermionic sectors of the pure spinor
formulation. It has been show that the unphysical fluctuations amount to
eleven left–handed and eleven right–handed massless (bosonic and fermionic)
BRS quartets whose contributions to the one–loop partition function cancel
and that the quadratic physical fluctuations in the two approaches have not
only the same spectrum but also the same conformal weights. This result
has also revealed an interesting connection between the fields bˆL,−− and bˆR,++
defined in (65) and the b–fields of the pure spinor approach in AdS(5)×S(5)
[20, 21, 22].
Acknowledgements. I am grateful to Dima Sorokin for having raised my
interest to this problem and for many useful discussions and important
advices and to Luca Mazzuccato for a clarifying discussion and useful
comments.
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